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Abstract This paper presents the existing techniques for P system testing and performs

an empirical evaluation of their fault-detection efficiency. The comparison is performed

using mutation testing and, based on the results obtained, some improved testing meth-

odologies are proposed.
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1 Introduction

Membrane computing represents a branch of natural computing (Kari and Rozenberg

2008), and the basic models were introduced by Gheorghe Pǎun in 1998, in a seminal

research report (Pǎun 1998), further published as a journal paper (Pǎun 2000). The com-

putational model, called P system, is inspired by the structure of the living cells and the

way they process chemical substances in different compartments. The key element of the

model is the membrane, which structures the system into compartments arranged in

accordance with a certain topology. The membranes define compartments (or regions).

These regions can contain multisets of objects and other regions that evolve according to

given rules, which are applied in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel manner.
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Many variants of P systems have been proposed and investigated in this fast breaking area
of computer science (The P Systems Web Site 2009): cell P systems, tissue P systems, neural

P systems, population P systems, etc. The differences between them are given by their

structure, the ways this structure is changing, the format of the rules applied and, ultimately,

by the type of computation they perform (for more details, see Pǎun 2002; Pǎun et al. 2009).

Many classes of P systems have been introduced and studied, many of them being

computationally universal. Other aspects of these systems have been investigated: com-

plexity issues, hierarchies of families of sets of numbers or languages associated with

them, formal semantics, the power of solving NP-complete problems. A series of appli-

cations of P systems in biology, linguistics, computer science, economy have been

developed (Pǎun 2002; Pǎun and Rozenberg 2002; Pǎun et al. 2009). In these circum-

stances, the need to formally verify properties of such systems as well as of testing their

implementations emerged in the last years (Gheorghe and Ipate 2008).

A recent paper (Gheorghe and Ipate 2008) suggests some initial steps towards building a

P system testing theory, based on rule coverage. Another approach to P system testing

relies on conformance testing techniques for finite state machines and involves the con-

struction of an associated automaton, which is used as a basis for test set derivation (Ipate

and Gheorghe 2009a). Other recent approaches use mutation testing (Ipate and Gheorghe

2009b) and nondeterministic stream X-machines (Ipate and Gheorghe 2009c).

Although theoretical aspects of P system testing have been discussed in previous works

(Gheorghe and Ipate 2008; Ipate and Gheorghe 2009a, b, c), this paper is the first one, to

the best of our knowledge, which realizes an experimental comparison between some

testing strategies for P systems. In the following:

1. Different testing techniques are applied to several implementations of transitional,

non-deterministic, cell-like P systems.

2. Mutation analysis is used to evaluate the efficiency of different methods or test criteria.

In particular, we evaluate how good a test set is depending on how many mutants it

detects.

3. Some practical methodologies, for using the test sets obtained from P system

specifications, are proposed and evaluated.

2 Background

The previous work on P systems testing was developed for a particular class of cell-like
P systems (Pǎun and Rozenberg 2002), involving a non-deterministic use of evolution and

communication rules. Some features like membrane division, creation or dissolution are

difficult to be covered in the current approach, whereas others, like charges or polarisation,

will be considered in the future work.

In any P system membranes play a key role. Each membrane defines a region. A region

without any membrane inside is called an elementary one. Each region contains, apart from

zero or many membranes, a multiset of objects and a set of rules. More precisely, a cell-

like P system consists of:

– a hierarchical arrangement of membranes, embedded in the skin membrane (the one

which separates the system from its environment);

– objects occurring inside the regions delimited by membranes, coding simple molecules

or complex chemical compounds;
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– rules assigned to the regions of the membrane structure, acting in each region upon the

objects contained inside.

A configuration of a P system is represented by the current membrane structure and the

multisets of objects occurring in each region. The system will go from one configuration to

a new one by applying the rules in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel manner, i.e.,

at each step, in each membrane it is applied a maximal multiset of rules. A computation is

defined by a set of steps, when the system moves from one configuration to another one.

The system will halt when no more rules are available to be applied—the corresponding

configuration is called terminal configuration and the computation is called terminal
computation. Usually, the result of the computation is obtained in a specified component of

the system, called the output region. All the computations starting from the same initial

multiset define a derivation tree.

In what follows, a basic P system using transformation and communication rules is

formally defined (Pǎun 2002; Pǎun and Rozenberg 2002).

Definition 1 A P system is a tuple

P ¼ ðV; l;w1; . . .;wm;R1; . . .;Rm; i0Þ;

where

– V is an alphabet; its elements are called objects;

– l is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes, with the membranes and the

regions labelled in a one-to-one manner with elements of a given set K, usually, the set

{1,…, m}; m is called the degree of P;

– wi, 1 B i B m, are strings which represent initial multisets over V associated with the

regions of l;

– Ri, 1 B i B m, are transformation–communication rules associated with the regions

of l; each rule of Ri has the form x ? y, where x [ V, and y defines a multiset over

fajja2V; j 2 fhere; out; 1; . . .;mgg (ahere means a remains in the current region, i;
subsequently here will be ignored; aout indicates that a has to go out of i to the outer

region; aj, 1 B j B m, shows that a goes to the region j that must be directly contained

by the current membrane); applying a rule means replacing x by y and following the

target indications;

– i0 is a number between 1 and m which specifies the output membrane of P.

2.1 Grammar-like testing for P systems

A set of coverage criteria for P system rules, inspired from grammar testing, is presented by

Gheorghe and Ipate (2008). Test sets should be further designed to satisfy each coverage

criterion. In the following, we summarize the main coverage criteria, but for simplicity, we

will provide the definitions only for one membrane P systems (for a detailed discussion, in the

case of more membranes, see Gheorghe and Ipate 2008). It is known that a P system with

several membranes can be transformed into a one membrane P system. In the examples

presented in Sect. 4, we will discuss only the case of one membrane P systems.

P systems Pi ¼ ðVi; l;wi;Ri; 1Þ; i ¼ 1; 2 will be considered in the following, where

– l = [1]1

– V1 = {s, a, b, c}, w1 = s, R1 = {r1: s ? ab, r2: a ? c, r3: b ? bc, r4: b ? c};

– V2 = {a, b, c}, w2 = a, R2 = {r1: a ? bc, r2: b ? a, r3: b ? b, r4: b ? c}.
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Figure 1 depicts the derivation trees for P1 and P2; consisting of all the computations

of maximum k = 4 steps. The nodes that represent terminal configurations are in bold.

Definition 2 A multiset denoted by u [ V*, covers a rule r: a ? v [ R, if there is a

derivation w¼)�xay ¼) x0vy0¼)�u; x; y; x0; y0; v; u2V�; a2V;w2V� is the initial mul-

tiset. If there is no further derivation from u, then this is called a terminal coverage.

Considering the P1 system described before, the multiset ab covers the rule r1, the

multiset bc2 covers the rules r1, r2, r3 and c2 covers r1, r2, r4.

Definition 3 A set T �V�, is called a test set that satisfies the rule coverage (RC) criterion

if for each rule r [ R there is u [ T which covers r. If every u [ T provides a terminal

coverage then T is called a test set that satisfies the rule terminal coverage (RTC) criterion.

The test sets T1,rc = {bc2, c2} and T2,rc = {ac, bc, c2} satisfy the RC criterion for P1

and P2, respectively. The RTC criterion is accomplished by Trtc = {c2, c3} for both

P systems, P1 and P2. Obviously, each test set which satisfies RTC criterion is also a test

set according to the RC criterion.

Definition 4 A rule r [ R, r: a ? ubv, u, v [ V*, a, b [ V, is called a direct occurrence of

b. For every symbol b [ V, we denote by OccsðP; bÞ, the set of all direct occurrences of b.

For the P systems P1 and P2, the sets of direct occurrences are: OccsðP1; sÞ ¼ ;;
OccsðP1; aÞ ¼ fr1: s ! abg; OccsðP1; bÞ ¼ fr1: s ! ab; r3: b! bcg; OccsðP1; cÞ ¼
fr2: a ! c; r3: b ! bc; r4: b ! cg; OccsðP2; aÞ ¼ fr2: b ! ag; OccsðP2; bÞ ¼
fr1: a ! bc; r3: b ! bg; OccsðP2; cÞ ¼ fr1: a ! bc; r4: b ! cg.

Fig. 1 Derivation trees for k = 4
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Definition 5 A multiset z [ V* covers the rule r: b ? y [ R for the direct occurrence of b,

a ? ubv [ R, if there is a derivation w¼)� u1av1¼) u01ubvv01 ¼)u001u0yv0v001¼)�z; u, v, u0,
v0, u1, v1, u01, v01, u001, v001, y [ V*, a, b [ V. A set Tr is said to cover r: b ? y for all direct

occurrences of b if for any occurrence o2OccsðP; bÞ there is t [ Tr such that t covers r for o.

Definition 6 A set T is said to achieve context-dependent rule coverage (CDRC) for P if

it covers all r [ R for all their direct occurrences. If every z [ T provides a terminal

coverage then T is called a test set that satisfies the context-dependent rule terminal

coverage (CDRTC) criterion.

The CDRC criterion can be achieved for P1 using T1,cdrc = {c2, c3, bc3} and the

CDRTC criterion using T1,cdrtc = {c2, c3, c4}.

2.2 Finite state machine-based testing for P systems

The testing technique introduced by Gheorghe and Ipate (2008) and Ipate and Gheorghe

(2009) is based on the construction of an automata which generates the test set associated

to a P system under investigation.

First, a derivation tree of a P system will be built, considering all computations of

maximum length k. From the derivation tree, the minimal deterministic finite cover

automaton (DFCA) will be constructed. A DFCA is a finite automaton that accepts all

words of a given finite language, but can also accept words that are longer than any word in

the language. This DFCA, having the transitions labelled with the multiset of rules that can

be applied in one computation step, will provide a (finite) approximation for the compu-

tations of the P system and will be the basis for test cases generation.

For P1 and P2 defined previously, Fig. 2 shows the DFCAs over the alphabet

A ¼ fri1
1 . . .rim

m j 0 � i1 � N1; . . .; 0 � im � Nmg, where ri1
1 . . .rim

m describes the multiset

with ij occurrences of the rule rj, 1 B j B m.

Figure 2 is self-explanatory; however, for the construction of DFCA in the case of more

complex P systems, Gheorghe and Ipate (2008) provides further technical and theoretical

details. Further, an improved procedure for generating test sets directly from the P system

specification (without explicitly constructing the minimal DFCA model) is presented by

Ipate and Gheorghe (2009a).

FSM-based coverage criteria. Once the minimal DFCA M = (A, Q, q0, F, h) (where A
is the input alphabet, Q is the set of states, q0 [ Q is the initial state, F�Q is the set of final

states and h: Q�A�!Q is the next-state function) has been constructed for the P system

P, various coverage levels for finite state automata can be used (Gheorghe and Ipate 2008) ,

such as state coverage and transition coverage.

Definition 7 A set T �V�, is called a test set that satisfies the state coverage (SC)

criterion if for each state q of M there exist u [ T and a path s [ A* that reaches

q (h(q0, s) = q) such that u is derived from w through the computation defined by s.

Definition 8 A set T �V�, is called a test set that satisfies the transition coverage (TC)

criterion if for each state q of M and each a [ A such that a labels a valid transition from q
(h(q, a) is defined), there exist u, u0 [ T and a path s [ A* that reaches q such that u and u0

are derived from w through the computation defined by s and s a, respectively.

Considering the state cover set SCS = {e, r1, r1 � r2r3, r1 � r2r4} and the transition

cover set TCS = {e, r1, r1 � r2r3, r1� r2r4, r1 � r2r3 � r3, r1 � r2r3 � r4} for the associated

automaton of P1 (for clarity � is used as concatenation operator), the corresponding test
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sets for the P system are T1,sc = {s, ab, bc2, c2} and T1,tc = {s, ab, bc2, c2, bc3, c3},

respectively.

Depending on the maximum number of steps k, chosen for the derivation tree, different

associated DFCA can be obtained and consequently the test sets obtained will have dif-

ferent degrees of efficiency.

The W-method for P systems. A stronger approach to P system testing is based on a

finite state machine conformance technique, namely the W-method. Originally, the

W-method was designed to establish equivalence between a finite state machine specifi-

cation and the (unknown) implementation under test. It was later extended to establish the

conformance of the implementation against a DFCA specification (Ipate 2006) and the new

variant was applied to P system testing (Ipate and Gheorghe 2009a). In what follows we

provide a brief description of the W-method for P systems. Suppose we have a finite

automaton M = (A, Q, q0, F, h); this is the minimal DFCA constructed from the com-

putations of length less than or equal to k of the P system, as shown above.

(a) (b) (c)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2 Deterministic finite state automata
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Definition 9 S�A� is called a proper state cover of M if for every state q of M there

exists s [ S such that s reaches q and s is the shortest sequence with this property (i.e., for

every t [ A*, if t reaches q then the length of s is less than or equal to the length of t).

Definition 10 W �A� is called a strong characterization set of M if for every two states

q1 and q2 of M and every j C 0, if q1 and q2 can be distinguished by a sequence of length j
then q1 and q2 can be distinguished by a sequence s [ W of length j.

Naturally, in the above definition, it is sufficient, for any q1 and q2, to consider j to be the

length of the shortest sequences that distinguish between q1 and q2. Note that, for a non-

trivial finite automaton, which contains both final and non-final states, the empty sequence e
is the shortest sequence that distinguishes final from non-final states. Thus e [ W. In our

examples (Fig. 2), only the final states are explicitly given; however, the missing transitions

can be represented as transitions to an (implicit) non-final state and so e [ W.

For the minimal DFCA for P1 and k C 4, as represented in Fig. 2 (c), a proper state cover

is S = {e, r1, r1� r2r3, r1�r2r4} and a strong characterization set is W = {e, r1, r2r3, r3}.

Consider now an implementation under test that can be modelled by some unknown

finite automaton M0 = (A, Q0, q0
0, F0, h0). We assume that the difference between the

number of states of M0 and the number of states of M cannot exceed a known non-negative

integer r (in our experiments we will consider r = 0). We denote by LM and LM’ the

languages accepted by M and M0, respectively, and by A[j] the set of all sequences of

length at most j with elements in A, j C 0. Then a test suite is generated using the formula

Ur ¼ SA rþ 1½ �W \A½l�:
The above test suite establishes that the implementation under test conforms to the

DFCA specification:

Theorem 1 (Ipate 2006) For every DFA M0 which has at most r more states than
M; LM \A l½ � ¼ LM0 \A½k� if and only if LM \Vr ¼ LM0 \Vr.

The above results can be used in the context of P system testing, giving rise to the

following definition:

Definition 11 Given r B 0, a set T �V�, is called a test set that satisfies the W-method
(WM) criterion for r if there exist S a proper state cover of M, W a strong characterization

set of M and Ur ¼ SA rþ 1½ �W \A½l� such that for each sequence s [ Ur there exists u [ T
which is derived from w through the computation defined by s.

3 Testing methodologies

Although each of the previously designed coverage-based testing techniques for P systems

produces one or several test sets, none of them defines how they will be applied to test an

implementation, and what principles are employed to build these test sets. In this section,

we define three strategies for generating test sets that will be combined with each of the

above discussed testing technique, and will provide a generic procedure for testing an

implementation against a given test set. Three main cases will be considered for generating

the test set from a computation, by taking into account: (a) the last configurations, (b) the

union of the configurations occurring during the computation and (c) the sequence of

configurations occurring alongside the computation. (Note that, for simplicity, in Sect. 2,

the test sets associated with various testing strategies were only defined for the case (a).)
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The results will be evaluated in the next section using mutants of the P systems and

measuring the mutation score (number of detected mutants, for each test case).

The testing procedure should consider the non-deterministic nature of these systems.

Let us consider one ‘item’ c in the test set T, that represents a configuration of the P system,

obtained after applying some rules. One common way to test a ‘black-box’ implementation

of a non-deterministic system (e.g., a finite state automaton or a P system) is to provide the

necessary input to the system (if any), let it evolve and check if the expected output is

produced (in our case if the expected configuration is reached). Due to the system non-

determinism, several correct answers could be produced, so the test should be repeated

n times, n large enough, chosen to ensure that all the non-deterministic choices have the

chance to be observed. If in n tries we obtain at least once the expected response, then the

test is successful. Otherwise, the implementation contains a fault. For example, considering

the derivation trees from Fig. 1, there are four possible paths for P1 and nine paths for P2.

If n = 10, there is a high probability that one particular computation of the P system is not

observed in n = 10 tries. This is the reason why, in the experiments performed in Sect. 4,

the number of tries n = 1000 was considered to be large enough to reveal all the possible

computations of the two P systems, when k B 5.

In the sequel, we will consider that the P system implementation has a reliable reset
operation, that brings the P system into the initial state, i.e., initial multiset, and the

P system implementation can be run using a ‘step-by-step’ approach or run until a terminal

configuration is reached. A pseudo-code description of a function which verifies if the

P system psys reaches a given expected configuration expConf, is given below. It

checks at most the first k configurations of the P system; the procedure is repeated n times,

that means that n random computations of the P system are analysed.

function is_pSystem_conform_to_expected_configuration(psys, expConf)

begin

for iTry = 1 to n // n chosen large enough

begin

psys.reset();

if psys.crtConf = expConf then

return true;

end if;

iStep = 0;

repeat

if not psys.crtConf.isTerminal() then

psys.step();

iStep := iStep ? 1;

end if;

if psys.crtConf = expConf then

return true;

end if;

until (iStep[k OR psys.crtConf.isTerminal())

end

return false

end
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As previously mentioned, several test sets can be built to satisfy the same coverage

criterion. For P1 the computations s¼) ab¼) bc2 and s¼) ab¼) c2 provide the nec-

essary steps for RC. We can consider Ta = {bc2, c2}, which takes into account only the last

configurations of the above computations (case (a) above), Tb = {ab, bc2, c2}, the union of

the configurations involved in these computations (case (b)) and Tc = {ab � bc2, ab � c2}

(where � means multiset concatenation), which provides the sequences of configurations

occurring alongside the two computations (case (c)). Of course, a richer test set is expected

to have a higher testing efficiency.

3.1 Configuration-based testing methodology

Let us consider the set of expected configurations Conf = {C1,…, Cm} and a constant k,

representing the maximum number of steps needed to obtain all the configurations C1, …,

Cm, starting from the initial multiset. For example, for testing a P system according to the

RC criterion, a derivation tree with maximum k levels can be obtained, and this constant k
can be used as the maximum number of steps needed to obtain the configurations of the

derivation tree.

Example The set Conf = {ab, bc2, c2}, satisfies the RC criterion for the P system P1

when k C 2.

Approach We introduce a configuration-based testing methodology as follows: for each

configuration Ci [ Conf, 1 B i B m, check if the P system can arrive (in n tries, n large

enough) to the given configuration Ci, after at most k steps (it can get in 0 steps, if Ci = w,

the initial multiset, or in k C 1 steps). This methodology covers cases (a) and (b) above,

whereas the last case, (c), will be discussed in the next section.

These configurations can be obtained using any of the above mentioned test set gen-

eration principles and any of the three ways of selecting configurations corresponding to a

computation. Due to the non-deterministic and parallel nature of the P systems, the same

configuration Ci can be obtained using different computations (following various rules or

having different number of steps), e.g., the configuration c2 can be generated for P2 using

the computations: a¼) bc¼) c2 or a¼) bc¼) bc¼) c2. Using the configuration-based

testing methodology, it is enough to obtain only once each of the given configurations. Of

course, a more thorough methodology for checking multiple computations of the same

configuration within the limits of at most k steps can be devised, but this is not considered

here.

An additional aspect is taken into account when RTC or CDRTC is used: a test for a

configuration Ci is considered as being successful if this configuration is obtained in

maximum k steps and the final step is also a terminal one.

If in n tries (n large enough) a configuration Ci [ Conf is not obtained, in at most k steps

at each try (or it is obtained, but in the case of RTC, CDRTC, it is not a terminal

configuration), then a difference in behaviour is noticed between the specified P system and

the implemented one. We say that the implementation contains a fault (the configuration Ci

that is obtained in the specification, cannot be obtained in the implementation) and, in the

case of the mutation testing, the mutant is killed. If the implementation computes all the

configurations Conf = {C1,…, Cm} in at most k steps, then we say that it conforms to all

the given configurations of the set Conf and we cannot differentiate between the specifi-

cation and the implementation using the given set Conf. This corresponds to the case when

the mutant is alive, i.e., it is not identified as a fault.
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3.2 Sequence of configurations based testing methodology

Let us consider a derivation tree with all the computations of length at most k involved,

satisfying a certain testing principle. The set of all these computations is Deriv = {Comp1,

…, Compm}, where each computation Compi, 1 B i B m, is represented by,

Compi ¼\w¼)Ci1 ¼)Ci2 ¼)� � � ¼) Cip [ , with the meaning that the P system is

going from the initial multiset w to Ci1 ; . . .; until Cip :.
We introduce a sequence of configurations based testing methodology as follows: the

set of all sequences of configurations, Conf = {SC1, …, SCm}, consists of sequences

SCi = Ci1 � Ci2 � � � . . . � � �Cip ;where the corresponding configurations, Cij ;1 B j B p,

occur, in this order, in the computation Compi ¼\w ¼) Ci1 ¼)Ci2 ¼)� � � ¼)Cip [ .

In this case it is also checked that the P system can arrive (in n tries, n large enough) to the

given sequence of configurations SCi, after at most k steps.

Example For the P1 P system the set of all computations involved by the RC criterion is

given by Deriv ¼ fs¼) ab¼) bc2; s¼) ab¼) c2g and the set of sequences of configu-

rations is Conf = {ab � bc2, ab � c2}.

Approach. The testing methodology will remain the same as the one mentioned in the

previous section, but instead of considering individual configurations, we will select

sequences of configurations from the set Conf. The fault in this case, if identified, will

mean that the sequence of configurations is not obtained, which should be a stronger testing

principle than the above mentioned two.

4 Empirical evaluation

In order to investigate the fault detection capabilities of the previously mentioned testing

methodologies, we performed the following experiment: mutants were generated for the P

system and all the tests were run against the mutants to check their fault detection

efficiency.

4.1 Mutation testing for P systems

Traditionally, mutation testing consists in generating mutant versions of a program, that

differ from the original source by small modifications. Usually only first-order mutants,

that have only one difference from the original program, are employed for experimenta-

tion. This is based on the basic assumption of mutation testing: a test set that detects simple

faults (such as those introduced by first order mutation) will detect complex faults—the

combination of several simple faults. Experiments have shown that mutation testing is an

appropriate approach for testing: the generated mutants are similar to the real faults

(Andrews et al. 2005), a fact that supports the theory of mutation testing, the assumption

that faults made by programmers will be detected by test suites that kill mutants (Andrews

et al. 2005).

Although mutation testing is employed mainly for programs, mutation operators can be

defined for other artifacts, including program or XML specifications and input languages

(Offutt et al. 2006).

For P systems, a very recent paper (Ipate and Gheorghe 2009b) presents a strategy for

mutation testing, based on context-free grammars defining Kripke structures associated to a

P system. In the followings, we will present a different approach for generating first-order
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mutants of a P system. For mutant generation, we will use a set of mutant operators, that

are defined in the context of one membrane P systems P ¼ ðV; 1½ �1;w;R; 1Þ. We will

consider that the generated mutants P0 have the same alphabet V, the same membrane

structure [1 ]1 and consider modifications of the initial multiset and of the set of rules R,

defined as follows:

1. Initial Multiset modification obtained by using a literal:

(a) Deletion (IMD): one symbol is deleted from the initial multiset. For example, if

the original P system has the initial multiset w = ab, two IMD mutants can be

generated, having w = a and w = b, respectively.

(b) Replacement (IMR): one symbol of the initial multiset w is replaced by other

symbols from the input alphabet V. For a P system having w = s and

V = {s, a, b, c}, three IMR mutants exist, having: w = a, w = b and w = c,

respectively.

(c) Insertion (IMI): one symbol from V is added to the initial multiset. For w = s and

V = {s, a, b, c}, four IMI mutants exist, having: w = ss, w = sa, w = sb and

w = sc, respectively.

2. Rule Deletion (RD): the mutant P system has the set of rules R n frig, where ri [ R.

For each of P1 and P2 defined above four RD mutants can be generated.

3. Rule Modification, by performing one of the following operations:

(a) Literal Deletion (RMD): one symbol is deleted from the rule r: u ? v. If the

original P system has a rule r: b ? bc, two RMD mutants can be generated,

having r(1): b ? b and r(2): b ? c, respectively, because the left hand side of a

rule cannot be empty. over V.

(b) Literal Replacement (RMR): one symbol of the rule r: u ? v is replaced by other

symbols from the input alphabet V. For the rule r: a ? c, V = {s, a, b, c}, six

mutants can be defined, having the modified rules: r(1): s ? c, r(2): b ? c, r(3):

c ? c, r(4): a ? s, r(5): a ? a and r(6): a ? b, respectively.

(c) Literal Insertion (RMI): one symbol from V is added to the rule r: u ? v. For the

rule r: a ? c, V = {s, a, b, c}, eight mutants can be defined, having the

modified rules: r(1): as ? c, r(2): aa ? c, r(3): ab ? c, r(4): ac ? c, r(5): a ? cs,

r(6): a ? ca, r(7): a ? cb and r(8): a ? cc, respectively.

Considering the P systems P1 and P2, the distribution of generated mutants is

P sys. IMD IMR IMI RD RMD RMI RMR Total

P1 1 3 4 4 6 32 30 80

P2 1 2 3 4 5 24 18 57

It can be observed that we have not considered the rule insertion for two reasons:

A new rule r: u ? v, u, v [ V* has an infinite space. This can be reduced only if length

constraints are added, such as |u| = 1, or |v| B 3. Having these constrains the number of

possible rules to be inserted is finite, 4 � (1 ? 4 ? 10 ? 20) = 140, but the number of

generated mutants is still large for experimentation purposes.

Also, the testing techniques described previously check that the implementation can

generate the expected configurations or computations. Consequently, additional
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configurations or computations, that are induced by a new inserted rule, cannot be

detected with a methodology that checks only the incompleteness of the implementation

with respect to the specification. For example, a new inserted rule could give birth to

additional computations in the P system (additional paths in the derivation tree). But the

testing methodology checks only if the previous configurations (computations) can be

observed; it does not verify if there are extra configurations (computations).

4.2 Experimental results

In our experiments we have used P-lingua to specify the P systems and their mutants, to

simulate their computations and to run the test sets against them. P-lingua (Dı́az-Pernil

et al. 2008; The P-Lingua Web Site 2009) is a programming language for membrane

computing, developed as a free software framework for cell-like P systems. Its main

component is a Java library, pLinguaCore, that accepts as input text files (either in

XML or in P-Lingua format) describing the P system model (Garcı́a-Quismondo et al.

2009).

The library includes several built-in simulators for each supported model: active

membrane P systems with membrane division rules or membrane creation rules, transition

P systems, symport/antiport P systems, stochastic P systems and probabilistic P systems.

The software package P-Lingua 2.0 contains the pLinguaCore library and a user

interface called pLinguaPlugin. The P-lingua software was used to simulate processes

with a family of P systems solving the SAT problem (Dı́az-Pernil et al. 2008) and to

describe and simulate ecosystems by means of P systems (Garcı́a-Quismondo et al. 2009).

For each P system a set of mutants was generated, following the operators described in

Sect. 4.1. Also, test sets were generated, following the methodologies from Sects. 2.1, 2.2 and

3. In each case n was considered 1000. Tables 1 and 2 present the mutation scores obtained in

each case. The first column in the tables shows the testing technique (RC, CDRC, RTC,

CDRTC, SC, TC, WM), the second column specifies the testing methodology:

(a) takes into account only the last configurations of the computations,

(b) the union of the configurations occurring during the computation, and

(c) the sequence of configurations occurring alongside the computation.

The number k of steps considered for maximum length of derivation is given next, as it

has influence on the DFCA derived and the test set obtained (see Sect. 2.2). The test ID is

given in the fourth column, followed by the test length (number of configurations checked)

and the mutation score (percentage of detected mutants).

Test cases for P1: For the first P system, P1, the following test sets, generated using

rule-coverage techniques, were used: Trc,a = {bc2, c2}, Trc,b = {ab, bc2, c2},

Trc,c = {ab � bc2, ab � c2}, Trtc,a = {c3}, Trtc,c = {ab � bc2 � c3}, Tcdrc, a = {c3, c2, bc3},

Tcdrc,b = {ab, bc2, c3, c2, bc3}, Tcdrc,c = {ab � bc2 � c3, ab � c2, ab � bc2 � bc3}, Tcdrtc,a =

{c2, c3, c4}, Tcdrtc,c = {ab � c2, ab � bc2 � c3, ab � bc2 � bc3 � c4}.

Depending on the value k, the maximum number of steps considered for derivation,

different DFCAs can be produced for P1. These are given in Fig. 2 for (i) k = 2, (ii)

k = 3, (iii) k C 4. For each automaton, different test cases were obtained.

Due to space constraints, we will enumerate only the test cases for k = 2 and k C 4:

Tsc,a,k=2 = {bc2}, Tsc,b,k=2 = {s, ab, bc2}, Tsc,c,k=2 = {ab � bc2}, Ttc,a,k=2 = Twm,a,k=2 =

{bc2, c2}, Ttc,b,k=2 = Twm,b,k=2 = {s,ab,bc2,c2}, Ttc,c,k=2 = Twm,c,k=2 = {ab � bc2, ab � c2},

Tsc,a,kC4 = {bc2, c2}, Tsc,b,kC4 = {s, ab, bc2, c2}, Tsc,c,kC4 = {ab � bc2, ab � c2},
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Ttc,a,kC4 = {c2, bc3, c3}, Ttc,b,kC4 = {s, ab, c2, bc2, bc3, c3}, Ttc,c,kC4 = {ab � c2, ab �
bc2 � bc3, ab � bc2 � c3}, Twm,a,kC4 = {c2, c3, bc4}, Twm,b,kC4 = {s, ab, c2, bc2, bc3, c3,

bc4}, Twm,c,kC4 = {ab � c2, ab � bc2 � c3, ab � bc2 � bc3 � bc4}.

Test cases for P2. We similarly define for the P system P2 test sets according to the

rule-coverage principle: T0rc,a = {ac, bc, c2}, T0rc,b = {ac, bc, c2}, T0rc,c = {bc � ac,

bc � bc, bc � c2}, T0rtc,a = {c2, c3}, T0rtc,c = {bc � bc � c2, bc � ac � bc2 � c3}, T0cdrc,a =

{ac, bc, bc2, c2}, T0cdrc,b = {ac, bc, bc2, c2}, T0cdrc,c = {bc � bc � ac, bc � bc � bc,

bc � ac � bc2, bc � c2, bc � bc � c2}, T0cdrtc,a = {c2, c3}, T0cdrtc,c = {bc � c2, bc � bc � c2,

bc � bc � bc � c2, bc � ac � bc2 � c3, bc � ac � bc2 � bc2 � c3}.

Two different DFCAs are defined for (d) k = 2, (e) k C 3 and the following test

cases produced: T0sc,a,k=2 = {ac}, T0sc,b,k=2 = {a, bc, ac}, T0sc,c,k=2 = {bc � ac}, T0tc,a,k=2 =

Table 1 Mutation scores obtained using different testing approaches for P1

Testing technique Testing
methodologies

k steps Test ID Test length Mutation
score, %

RC a 2 Trc,a 2 95.00

RC b 2 Trc,b 3 98.75

RC c 2 Trc,c 4 98.75

RTC a 3 Trtc,a 1 76.25

RTC c 3 Trtc,c 3 97.50

CDRC a 3 Tcdrc,a 3 95.00

CDRC b 3 Tcdrc,b 5 98.75

CDRC c 3 Tcdrc,c 8 100.00

CDTRC a 4 Tcdrtc,a 3 92.50

CDTRC c 4 Tcdrtc,c 9 100.00

SC a 2 Tsc,a,k=2 1 73.75

SC b 2 Tsc,b,k=2 3 77.50

SC c 2 Tsc,c,k=2 2 77.50

TC, WM a 2 Ttc,a,k=2 = Twm,a,k=2 2 86.25

TC, WM b 2 Ttc,b,k=2 = Twm,b,k=2 4 91.25

TC, WM c 2 Ttc,c,k=2 = Twm,c,k=2 4 98.75

SC a 3 Tsc,a,k=3 2 95.00

SC b 3 Tsc,b,k=3 4 98.75

SC c 3 Tsc,c,k=3 4 98.75

TC, WM a 3 Ttc,a,k=3 = Twm,a,k=3 3 98.75

TC, WM b 3 Ttc,b,k=3 = Twm,b,k=3 6 98.75

TC, WM c 3 Ttc,c,k=3 = Twm,c,k=3 8 100.00

SC a C4 Tsc,a,kC4 2 95.00

SC b C4 Tsc,b,kC4 4 98.75

SC c C4 Tsc,c,kC4 4 98.75

TC a C4 Ttc,a,kC4 3 95.00

TC b C4 Ttc,b,kC4 6 98.75

TC c C4 Ttc,c,kC4 8 100.00

WM a C4 Twm,a,kC4 3 91.25

WM b C4 Twm,b,kC4 7 95.00

WM c C4 Twm,c,kC4 9 100.00
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T0wm,a,k=2 = {ac, bc, c2}, T0tc,b,k=2 = T0wm,b,k=2 = {a, ac, bc, c2}, T0tc,c,k=2 =

T0wm,c,k=2 = {bc � ac, bc � bc, bc � c2}, T0sc,a,kC3 = {c2}, T0sc,b,kC3 = {a, bc, c2}, T0sc,c,kC3 =

{bc � c2}, T0tc,a,kC3 = {ac, bc, c2}, T0tc,b,kC3 = {a, ac, bc, c2}, T0tc,c,kC3 = {bc � ac, bc � bc,

bc � c2}, T0wm,a,kC3 = {ac, c2, bc2}, T0wm,b,kC3 = {a, bc, ac, c2, bc2}, T0wm,c,kC3 = {bc�bc �
ac, bc � c2, bc � ac � bc2}.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained:

– Generally, context-dependent rule coverage achieves a slightly improved fault

detection score over simple rule coverage (when the same type of methodology is

used); however, the increase in fault detection is well below the corresponding increase

in test size. On the other hand, both types of coverage achieve 100% fault detection

when the methodology (c) is used.

– The performance of the finite state machine based techniques depend heavily on the k
used; this corresponds to our intuition, a larger value for k will produce a better

approximation of the real model. In general, the transition coverage and the W-method

based test sets produce similar scores, outperforming state coverage.

Table 2 Mutation scores obtained using different testing approaches for P2

Testing technique Testing
methodologies

k steps Test ID Test length Mutation
score, %

RC a 2 T0rc,a 3 78.94

RC b 2 T0rc,b 3 78.94

RC c 2 T0rc,c 6 100.00

RTC a 4 T0rtc,a 2 78.94

RTC c 4 T0rtc,c 7 100.00

CDRC a 3 T0cdrc,a 4 78.94

CDRC b 3 T0cdrc,b 4 78.94

CDRC c 3 T0cdrc,c 14 100.00

CDTRC a 5 T0cdrtc,a 2 75.43

CDTRC c 5 T0cdrtc,c 18 100.00

SC a 2 T0sc,a,k=2 1 52.63

SC b 2 T0sc,b,k=2 3 56.14

SC c 2 T0sc,c,k=2 2 57.89

TC, WM a 2 T0tc,a,k=2 = T0wm,a,k=2 3 78.94

TC, WM b 2 T0tc,b,k=2 = T0wm,b,k=2 4 78.94

TC, WM c 2 T0tc,c,k=2 = T0wm,c,k=2 6 100.00

SC a k C 3 T0sc,a,kC3 1 57.89

SC b k C 3 T0sc,b,kC3 3 59.64

SC c k C 3 T0sc,c,kC3 2 61.40

TC a k C 3 T0tc,a,kC3 3 78.94

TC b k C 3 T0tc,b,kC3 4 78.94

TC c k C 3 T0tc,c,kC3 6 100.00

WM a k C 3 T0wm,a,kC3 3 78.94

WM b k C 3 T0wm,b,kC3 5 78.94

WM c k C 3 T0wm,c,kC3 8 100.00
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– A mutation score of 100% fault detection is achieved only when the methodology (c) is

used; this indicates that, for rigorous testing, not only the resulting configurations need

to be checked but also their sequence.

5 Conclusions

This paper reviews the existing techniques for P system testing, proposes a number of

testing methodologies for practical use and performs an empirical evaluation of their fault-

detection efficiency, based on mutation analysis. Future work may involve further

experimental evaluations from different perspectives (e.g., seeding faults in real P system

implementations) as well consider other types of P systems.
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